If a properly infinite von Neumann algebra on a separable Hubert space is approximately finite dimensional with respect to the *-ultrastrong topology, that is, if any finite number of elements may be approximated «-ultrastrongly by elements of a finite-dimensional sub »-algebra, then the algebra may be expressed as the bicommutant of an increasing sequence of factors of type I2" .
THE EQUIVALENCE OF VARIOUS DEFINITIONS FOR
If a properly infinite von Neumann algebra on a separable Hubert space is approximately finite dimensional with respect to the *-ultrastrong topology, that is, if any finite number of elements may be approximated «-ultrastrongly by elements of a finite-dimensional sub »-algebra, then the algebra may be expressed as the bicommutant of an increasing sequence of factors of type I2" .
In [2] Murray and von Neumann introduced and proved the equivalence of several definitions that a factor of type 1^ on a separable Hubert space be approximately finite dimensional. (They used the slightly elliptic term "approximately finite". When a factor of type II, came itself to be called "finite", the term "hyperfinite" was introduced as a replacement [1] . This term has since been used to describe certain infinite factors, a situation in which it is not quite appropriate. We use instead the term "approximately finite dimensional".)
In this paper we shall prove that the obvious translations of the definitions of Murray and von Neumann to the infinite case remain equivalent, and that it is not necessary in this case to restrict attention to factors. Lemma 1. Let A be a properly infinite von Neumann algebra, £ a vector, e > 0. 77ieAi there exists u E A such that (i) u* u = 1 and 1 -uu* is equivalent to 1 ;
(ii) ||(1 -u)Ç\\ < e, ||(1 -u)*Í\\ < e, ||(1 -uu*M < e. Proof. It follows that ||[(x" ± x*) -ix ± x*)]||| -> 0, and hence it is sufficient to consider the case where the xn, x are selfadjoint. Since (x") may be unbounded, it does not follow that x" -» x strongly. To avoid this difficulty we use the resolvents. Since ||(x" + i)~ || < 1, it follows from the identity ix" + /)"' -ix + /)"' = ix" + i)~lix -xn)ix + /)-' that ||[(x" + i)~l -(x + /)_1]tj|| -» 0 where tj = (x + /')£. Since £ is cyclic for A' and x + i is invertible in A, it follows that 17 is also cyclic for A'. It now follows easily that (x" + i)~ -* (x + i)-strongly. Since the projections obtained from the partition of 1 -uu* are all equivalent to 1, the projections^,^ and the remaining 2k -t projections are mutually equivalent. Hence the systems of matrix units (fj^), r = 1, ..., R, can be extended to a common system of matrix units, the sum of whose projections is 1. The linear span of these matrix units is a factor of type I2*, which is contained in A and contains the above y¡, and therefore satisfies the requirements for N.
(ii) => (iii). The argument is basically the same as in the case that A is of type Hi • I1 is enough to construct an increasing sequence of factors Nk of type I2*" such that A = (\JNkn)", and we shall do this inductively.
Choose a sequence (xx,x2,...) *-ultrastrongly dense in A. We may suppose that there exists a vector £ separating for A. Fix ai = 1, 2, ..., and assume that there is a factor Nkn C A of type I2*" such that for suitabley\"^, ...,yj,"î n #*"> ||(*,. -,h*ll <n-\ Wh-yWlW < n-\ i=l,...,n.
Choose a complete system of matrix units (ep ) for Nk¡¡. Then exxAexx satisfies (ii) in place of A, as exx is equivalent to 1 and so exxAexx is isomorphic to A. In particular, there exists a factor TV c exxAexx of type I2* (with unit exx) such that for suitable >>, ..., yn+x"a E N, 
